Synopsis
New York Times bestselling author and artist James Dean brings us a new story about the classiest cat around—Pete! This time Pete teaches us how to add and subtract our way to loving math in Pete the Cat’s Got Class which comes complete with a poster, stickers, and a set of 20 punch-out flash cards that teach counting, adding, and subtracting. When Pete’s friend Tom has a tough time with math, our favorite blue cat steps in to help him out. With good friends, fun learning tools, and some extra help, it all adds up. Pete the Cat knows you can’t hate math—you just don’t love it yet!
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Customer Reviews
My 3 year old loves Pete the Cat and this one was no exception. This book is about math. Pete has a friend who thinks he’s no good at math and therefore doesn’t like it. Pete helps him find a way to make math fun for him by using things he likes. The book comes with a poster, stickers and flash cards. We haven’t taken the flash cards out yet because my daughter doesn’t want to "rip the book" so for now, ours are staying intact but I can see how you’d have to be careful when taking them out to not rip the actual book itself. The poster came out easily though! We’ve read this every night at bedtime since it got here...I don’t see that stopping anytime soon!
My daughter LOVES Pete the Cat. This book has flash cards and a poster included, too. She had a great time putting the stickers on the poster and then hanging it on her wall. The flash cards are simple number cards with the numeral and name on one side and bananas (or whatever) to count on the other side. My daughter knows her numbers, but we enjoy using them to add and subtract.

I bought this book for my 2.5 year old son who is starting pre-k next month. The story was not too long and kept his interest. Pictures were great. The pull out poster and cards were well constructed and added to the story. After a few reads, he was able to repeat parts of the story with me. After this book, I have gone back and purchased more of the same series. Great book for young kids that parents won’t mind reading over and over. Not to mention it teaches a good lesson about helping a friend!

My kids absolutely adore Pete the Cat books. Highly recommended from an English teacher- the words are fun to say, the kids learn to read them quickly, and this book includes stickers and a poster. My daughter already has the poster up in her room, and we have had the book for only a few days. I definitely recommend this book.

Pete the Cat books never disappoint. My 5 and 6 year olds love it, and the poster that came with it is really cute too! My 5 year old especially liked this book, as she started Kindergarten this year. Fun, easy to read, and we love the bright, colorful pages.

My kinders love it and I love it as well great way to teach many of the awful common core standards and if they ever go away (not gonna hold my breath) then I still have a delightful collection of books to share with my students

Cute for the 5 yr old. She is starting kindergarten, so this book was perfect for her. It is all about your first day/moments for Pete the cat in school. It is good for kids who are starting their first year in school, and need some visual idea of what to expect, and that it isn’t that scary.

I like the book but don’t try to totally rip out the flash card pages. Or at least beware they are stitched into the binding. So if thread is coming out your unseeing all the pages. A non issue if just taking out to the perforation or leaving them in. Not one of the rhyming ones.
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